
Cathy’s Key Updates (her comments are in italics)
3 January to 9 January 2024
(Note full disclaimer located at the end of this compilation.)

3 January

>💥 "2024 Forecast - Year two of the 'New International Economic Order'"
(Excerpts:) "2023 Was Year ONE of The New World Order...If 2023 was a dumpster fire, 2024
will see the building catch fire...a Trilateral Commission member addressed their plenary
meeting held in New Delhi, India, on March 12, 2023...'This year, 2023, is Year One of this new
global order.' In other words, pull out all the stops. The Great Reset has arrived. Execute the
battle plan to terminate capitalism and free market economics. We are already experiencing a
'polycrisis of doom' where multiple crises are descending upon us simultaneously [see four
crises listed in article]...a collapsed world would be ripe for total capture and rebuilding into
Technocracy’s [Antichrist!] dystopia.":
https://patrickwood.substack.com/p/patrick-woods-2024-forecast?utm_medium=reader2

>🚨Warning - includes graphic photo!
"ISRAEL HAS JUST BOMBED BEIRUT, LEBANON" - Included a couple of vids that are
seconds in length.
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/breaking-news-israel-has-just-bo
mbed-beirut-lebanon

>🔥 "Japan plane crash tragedy: Five coast guard crew flying out to help quake victims
are killed when jet hits aircraft on runway - as new footage shows 379 on passenger plane
fleeing past flaming engine just before it exploded":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12918841/Japan-plane-crash-coast-guard-earthquake-
victims-killed-tokyo-airport.html

>😤While the reason for all wars is blatantly obvious (see Jam.4:1), my reason for this post is
to highlight the .36 sec vid included in this piece. Click on the link below, scroll down in it and
see how the delites have (quote from article) "sent unarmed people with Down Syndrome to the
front lines to be killed" [after being mocked, ridiculed, traumatised]! Do these following
Scriptures fit the bill or what!?! All of Isaiah chapter 30 is bang on!
"'Woe to the rebellious children', saith the LORD, 'that take counsel, but not of Me; and that
cover with a covering, but not of My Spirit, that they may add sin to sin: Therefore shall the
strength of [the delites] be your shame, and the trust in the shadow of [Satan] your confusion.
[The delites] were all ashamed of [and kill!] a people that could not profit them, nor be an help
nor profit. [Totally opposite of Jesus' message of love and compassionate care!!] This is a
rebellious people, lying children, children that will not hear the law of the LORD: Which say to
the seers, "See not" [Ignore! Overlook! Cover up!]; and to the prophets, "Prophesy not unto us
right things, speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits [Ear-tickling, fear-fueling,
mind-manipulating disinformation! Cruisy, corrupt worldlianity and all its compromised
religiousities!]"'. And there shall be upon every high mountain, and upon every high hill, rivers
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and streams of waters in the day of the great slaughter, when the towers fall. Behold, the name
of the LORD cometh from far, burning with His anger, and the burden thereof is heavy: His lips
are full of indignation, and His tongue as a devouring fire: And His breath, as an overflowing
stream, shall reach to the midst of the neck, to sift the nations with the sieve of vanity: and there
shall be a bridle in the jaws of the people, causing them to err. [So as to expose the truth of their
deliberately perpetrated perfidy!]" (Isa.30:1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 25, 27, 28):
"Biden Says US Troops will Fight Russian if Ukraine Loses":
https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/great-reset/biden-says-us-troops-will-fi
ght-russian-if-ukraine-loses/

>❗🤨❗ “In a first ever case, British police probe VIRTUAL rape in metaverse"
(Excerpts - underlines and bracketed text are my emphasis:) "The girl under the age of 16 is
said to have been left distraught after her avatar – her digital character – was gang raped by the
online strangers. The headset-wearing victim did not suffer any injuries as there was no physical
attack, but officers said she suffered the same psychological and emotional trauma as someone
who has been raped in the real world, as the ‘VR’ [Not Virtual Reality! It's Virtual Rape of one's
life!] experience is designed to be completely immersive...[an official] warned ‘the metaverse
creates a gateway [an interdimensional portal!] for predators to commit horrific crimes against
children. Details of the extraordinary virtual reality case have been kept secret to protect the
child involved, amid fears that, for several reasons, a prosecution will not be possible." - Of
course! Because it's an orchestrated demonic invasion by the delites' design!, for "broad is the
way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in thereat" (Mat.7:13b) God help
people to ditch and destroy those devices, and put on the headset-helmet of Salvation, in Jesus’
Name!:
https://endtimeheadlines.org/2024/01/in-a-first-ever-case-british-police-probe-virtual-rape-in-met
averse/

4 January - And it's only day 4 of 2024! God, help us hang on, hang in and hang tight! The
greatest darkness is before the return of Jesus the Light!

>🔥 "Bloodbath as explosion kills more than 100 at Iranian ceremony marking military
commander Qassem Soleimani's assassination: Footage shows bodies scattered in the
street as Tehran condemns 'terror attack' - At least 103 people killed and 170 wounded after
two explosions hit ceremony" - Note this took place 1 day after Israel bombed Beruit, which,
amongst many, killed 4 Hamas members including Saleh al-Arouri, its deputy political leader.
Hmmm, Israeli can blow up this leader in his secret office in Beirut but didn’t see Oct.7 coming?
Yeah, right! When elephants fly!:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12922445/Has-Israel-struck-20-dead-explosions-rock-Ir
anian-ceremony-marking-anniversary-killing-commander-Qassem-Soleimani-drone-attack.html

>🤔 "U.S. Allies Get Cold Feet on Red Sea Armada and Who Could Blame Them?"
(Excerpts - underline my emphasis:) "European allies France, Spain and Italy are curbing their
involvement. Australia has given it a miss. And so far, no major Arab countries have signaled
their participation, apart from the tiny Gulf island nation of Bahrain which hosts the U.S. Navy
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Fifth Fleet...[Yemen] endured an eight-year war, instigated by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates and other Arab countries. That war, beginning in 2015, was fully supported by
American, British and French warplanes, bombs and logistics...It was an abject failure. The
Yemenis were undefeated and indeed they forced Saudi Arabia and the UAE to abandon their
murderous aggressions after the Ansar Allah rebels started to target oil installations with drones
and ballistic missiles. This is why the Saudis and other Arabs are unwilling to participate in the
U.S.-led flotilla. Politically and militarily, they know it is a poisoned chalice." - "For all nations
have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have committed
fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich through the abundance of
her delicacies.” (Rev.18:3):
https://strategic-culture.su/news/2023/12/29/us-allies-get-cold-feet-on-red-sea-armada-and-who
-could-blame-them/

>❗👀❗What's with the 1 January 2024 Japan earthquake?!?
•💥 A must-watch! Today I was wondering if and what solar activity contributed to the 7.5
earthquake in Japan on 1 January 2024. I came across this video (perhaps there are better)
which showcases the correlation between solar activity and earthquakes! It's 14.34 min. 2024
has really kicked off with a bang with a magnitude 5.0 X-class solar flare contributing to that 7.5
earthquake, a precursor of what's to come! Earlier than expected, we're now in solar maximum,
which can last from 12 to 18 months. Find out what that means for Earth in the next few years!
"X5 Solar Flare triggers M7.5 Earthquake in Japan Kicking Off 2024 - What Does it
Mean?":
https://youtu.be/e1SFm3vsd5k?feature=shared
- and-
•💥 The above ties in with this piece from 23 November 2023!
"Earth will be bombarded by intense solar storms next YEAR: Scientists predict we'll
reach 'solar maximum' in 2024...Experts reveal when 'solar maximum' will arrive - and it's
sooner than we thought" - And now it's here!
(Excerpts:) "It's during this solar maximum when the most violent space weather is
expected...solar cycles last roughly every 11 years...[that's] a mean periodicity, implying this is
determined by averaging the individual periods of all observed solar cycles in the modern
era...Individual cycles can vary in length from nine to 14 years.":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-12804015/Earth-bombarded-intense-solar-storm
s-YEAR-Scientists-predict-reach-solar-maximum-2024-flares-strong-cripple-worlds-internet-WE
EKS.html
- and -
•💥 YET, consider THIS!
"Everything points to Japan being under a series of withering attacks as a warning not to
even think about leaving the New World Order reservation!"
(Excerpts:) "Japan made a number of nuanced moves and subtle maneuvers over the course of
2023, each of them hinting at the distinct possibility that they would rather be friends with the
BRICS-allied nations...than with the Zio-Anglo-American Axis countries such as the US and
UK...being America’s bitch since World War II is not only getting very old, it’s getting very grating
and extremely toilsome...Japan is also being required to further accumulate US Treasuries
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throughout this exceedingly precarious period of de-dollarization by the entire BRICS Alliance
and others." - Remember, the Japanese government was, rightly so, initially hesitant to get
roped into the Ukraine boondoggle, but eventually heavied into it?! Pay up or pay the price!?:
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2024/01/03/everything-points-to-japan-being-under-a-serie
s-of-withering-attacks-as-a-warning-not-to/

>🤦 Estonia has fallen.
"First ex-soviet state legalizes gay marriage - An amendment to Estonia’s Family Law
passed in June has taken effect":
https://www.rt.com/russia/590017-estonia-legalizes-gay-marriage/

>🔎 Discernment will be challenged in order to recognise this sort of deceptive technology! -
.10 sec vid:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/386188787118472

5 January - God bless and keep us all fully Psalm 91ed on all fronts!

>🧱 "Saudi Arabia officially joins BRICS – The group has welcomed five new members,
with further expansion expected later this year"
(Excerpts:) "[BRICS] welcomed five new members on New Year’s Day. Apart from Saudi Arabia,
it now includes Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran and the UAE...Venezuela seeking to become a permanent
member at the next summit in Russia in October 2024.”:
https://www.rt.com/news/590048-saudi-arabia-joins-brics/?

>💥🚪💥 Through the door to 2024! — 40 years on from 1984! ("These things I have spoken
unto you, that in Me ye might have peace. In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good
cheer; I have overcome the world." [Jn.16:33])
Thanks to a dear certain Key Updates reader (and colleague for 50+ years) for calling to my
attention that: "2024 is the Year of the (Wood, to be specific) Dragon" (Chinese aren’t alone in
venerating the dragon, for so do the Japanese, Bhutanese, plus Nordic and Welsh culture) and
"2024 is one year prior to Jeane Dixon’s ominous prediction in 1997" (the year she passed
on) "about China ruling the world in 2025."
In her 1969 book "My Life and Prophecies", Jeane Dixon apparently predicted that a war
between China and Russia would occur between 2025 and 2037, initiated and won by China.
With that in mind, note these 2 items from January 2023:
• "U.S. four-star general warns of war with China by 2025":
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2023/01/29/asia-pacific/us-general-china-war-warning-2025/
• "U.S. general warns troops that war with China is possible in two years ('I hope I am
wrong. My gut tells me we will fight (with China) in 2025', declared US Air Force General Mike
Minihan.)":
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/01/27/us-general-minihan-china-war-20
25/
- and -
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• "8 Nostradamus Predictions for 2024 The Year of the Dragon - 2024 Nostradamus
Predictions: Military Conflicts, AI Uprising*, Natural Disasters and Cyber Chaos, leading to a
year of chaos and insecurity" - I'm sharing in spite of also reading elsewhere that there is an AI
Nostradamus doing the rounds, so reminder to apply the Mat.7:16a litmus test!:
https://eightify.app/summary/conspiracy-theories/2024-nostradamus-predictions-military-conflict
s-ai-uprising-natural-disasters
*Will installation of AI (Fallen Angels Intelligence)-selected WEF/WHO/UN etc. leadership usher
in the 10 (A=1st + I=9th = 10?) kings who give their power to the Beast (Rev.17:12)?
"LEAKED: Bill Gates' AI Plot To Install WEF Leaders Worldwide in 2024" - 8.12 min vid:
https://rumble.com/v44ynuq-leaked-bill-gates-ai-plot-to-install-wef-leaders-worldwide-in-2024.ht
ml

>🔥 "Israel knew" - Vital caution not to get sucked into the kingdoms of this world's
manipulating, manufactured, mind-bending maelstroms!
(Excerpts:) "Mass-casualty-producing events create...collective outrage that nullify critical
thinking...Criminal military-intelligence operatives fabricate and enable such catastrophes, with a
view to creating such outrage, together with false-attribution of blame, to wage pre-planned
wars and genocides...Fabricated mass-casualty producing events satisfy the Helgelian dialectic
of Problem-Reaction-Solution...This appears to be the case with the October 7 'Operation
Al-Aqsa Storm'. Zionist/Western operatives, seeking to 'wipe Gaza off the map', first needed to
engineer global outrage by creating the conditions for a mass-casualty-producing event, such as
the one on October 7 2023. This catastrophe was, in turn, used as a pretext for the current
Western/Zionist perpetrated genocide happening now in the West Bank and in Gaza...The
ultimate objective is not only to exclude Palestinians from their homeland, it consists in
confiscating the multi-billion dollar Gaza offshore Natural Gas reserves, namely those pertaining
to the BG (BG Group) in 1999, as well the Levant discoveries of 2013.”:
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/01/israel-knew/

>🤔 Ah yes, lithium is amongst the myriad of other CONS(tructed synonyms) for democracy!
"The EU Is Willing to Go to War Over Lithium?"
(Excerpts:) "The riddle of unhinged EU support for the Zelensky regime in Kyiv is now solved.
Anyone inclined can unravel why the Germans, in particular, backstabbed Russia in the Minsk
peace [signed on 5 September 2014] boondoggle. Lithium...The demand (need) for European
Lithium supply is so intense, [a] German...MP...came right out and admitted the Russia-Ukraine
conflict is all about the 500,000 tons or more of the mineral under the ground of the Donbass
region...the Donbass being part of Russia now, means Berlin’s dependence on Moscow...If there
is a WWIII over the Russia/Ukraine situation, I am sure we’ll be able to name it 'The Great
Lithium War'.":
https://journal-neo.su/2024/01/02/the-eu-is-willing-to-go-to-war-over-lithium/

>🗣 Strait talkin' Turkey presents the Black picture!
"Turkey to Block U.K. Minesweepers on Loan to Ukraine from Black Sea"
(Excerpts:) "Turkey will not let minesweepers loaned to Ukraine by the United Kingdom into the
Black Sea...Turkey is restricting any warships belonging to non-Black Sea nations from entering
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the Black Sea by invoking the Montreux Convention and closed the Bosphorus Strait to the
loaned ships. Under the 1936 treaty, Turkey has the right to close the Turkish straits to the Black
Sea. While ships of non-belligerent countries, in this case any country that is not Ukraine or
Russia, can sail into the Black Sea during war time, the Montreux Convention ultimately leaves
the decision on if warships can pass through to Turkey, if the country fears it could be pulled into
the war.":
https://news.usni.org/2024/01/03/turkey-to-block-u-k-minesweepers-on-loan-to-ukraine-from-bla
ck-sea

>☑ Note not on the "from" list: France, Spain, no other Gulf States (other than Bahrain).
"COVERT INTEL PROVED RIGHT - US, UK, Others Issue 'Ultimatum' to Yemen":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/covert-intel-proved-right-us-uk-ot
hers-issue-ultimatum-to-yemen

>⚠ Chimerica, North Kormerica, you name it!
• "US home visiting program says parents denying child's 'gender expression' may be
abusive":
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/us-home-visiting-program-says-parents-denying-childs-gend
er-expression-may-be-abusive/
- and -
• The above totally syncs up with THIS! (less than .60 sec vid):
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1046167046585385

6 January

>🤔 President Putin recently declared that "the development of digital public infrastructure" was
a "priority" for the Russian Federation. It’s also a priority for the Gates Foundation, the World
Economic Forum and the Rockerfeller Foundation. The left wing and the right wing is the SAME
bird! Flee to and fly with Jesus only! "He shall cover thee with His feathers, and under His wings
shalt thou trust: His truth shall be thy shield and buckler." (Psa.91:4)
"Moscow to prioritize Davos-endorsed plan to cattle-tag the planet":
https://off-guardian.org/2024/01/03/moscow-to-prioritize-davos-endorsed-plan-to-cattle-tag-the-p
lanet/

>✂ Ooops!? Erase-erase!? THIS, amongst many examples, reveals how mainstream media is
scissored, censored and squelched!
"Washington Post erases Israeli minister’s farfetched October 7 rape claim at his
request":
https://thegrayzone.com/2024/01/03/washington-post-erases-israels-request/

>💥 As the covid-con continues to unravel to reveal its unprecedented pogrom upon the world's
unsuspecting populations, I may not regularly include articles pertaining to it, trusting that Key
Updates readers are continuing to pursue their own research. That said, this piece, which
states, "Educating people on what is going on is essential for change to happen", may be
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considered too localised by some; however, this posting is merited, imo, mainly because its
summaries titled within ("Executive Summary", "Key Learnings [3 sections]: Covid period /
Vaccine period / General", "Confirmation by others", "An open call for counter-examples" and
"Summary") appear to concur with this con's global rollout, reactions and the fomented fear it
continues to foster. "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because fear hath
torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love." (1Jn.4:18)
"The single most important interview I've ever done: former Kaiser nurse Gail Macrae" -
The included interview is a 90-min vid.:
https://kirschsubstack.com/p/the-single-most-important-interview?

>🚨 Behold and beware of, "the workers with familiar spirits, and the wizards, and the images,
and the idols" (2Kgs.23:24a) and the humanoids! "Ye shall make you no idols nor graven image,
neither rear you up a standing image; their idols are silver and gold, the work of men's hands.
Their land also is full of idols; they worship the work of their own hands, that which their own
fingers have made: they are mad (Correlation? Another one:
http://allnewspipeline.com/Gender_Confused_Mass_Shooters.php) upon their idols. I am
broken with their whorish heart, which hath departed from Me, and with their eyes, which go a
whoring after their idols: And the rest of the men which were not killed by these plagues yet
repented not of the works of their hands, that they should not worship devils, and idols of gold,
and silver, and brass, and stone, and of wood: which neither can see, nor hear, nor walk:
Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their fornication, nor of their
thefts." (Lev.26:1; Psa.115:4; Isa.2:8; Jer.50:38; Ezk.6:9; Rev.9:20-21) - .25 sec vid:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/1805841246517285

>🔊 "When the Spiritual Dimension crosses into the Physical Dimension!":
https://endtimebibleprophecy.wordpress.com/2024/01/05/when-the-spiritual-dimension-crosses-i
nto-the-physical-dimension/

>🌨 They're now actually and outright admitting that in 2016, just prior to the worst floods in
Tasmania, Australia, in 40 years, a rain-enhancing process, known as cloud seeding, was used
(and still ongoing worldwide!) which caused historic flooding in Tasmania and along Australia’s
southeastern coast this year! - .30 sec vid:
https://www.facebook.com/reel/895061978740308

>👀 God, help us stay focused (because the delites certainly are)! "Let thine eyes look right on,
and let thine eyelids look straight before thee; set your affection on things above, not on things
on the earth; seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and His righteousness!" (Prov.4:25; Col.3:2;
Mat.6:33)
"DISCOVER FOCUS 2030":
https://focus2030.org/en

7 January

>🤔 "Japan to accept earthquake relief from US only" - Only? Because...?
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https://www.deccanherald.com/world/japan-to-accept-earthquake-relief-from-us-only-2836434#:
~:text=The%20US%20and%20Japan%20are,and%20around%20the%20nation%20
peninsula.&text=People%20line%20up%20to%20collect,of%20an%20earthquake%2C%20in%2
0Wajima.

>🤦 5 consecutive years!
• From 5 January 2024 - "Abortion was the leading cause of death worldwide in 2023":
https://www.christianpost.com/news/abortion-was-the-top-cause-of-death-worldwide-in-2023.ht
ml
- and -
• From 4 January 2023 - "Abortion is leading cause of death worldwide for fourth year in a
row":
https://www.christianpost.com/news/abortion-is-leading-cause-of-death-worldwide-fourth-year-in
-a-row.html

>❗💥❗ A must-read, imo! The War on Realness! ("Faint not, gird up the loins of your mind,
be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to be brought unto you at the revelation of
Jesus Christ." - Gal.6:9; 1Pet.1:13)
"The Perfidious Unreality of the 'New Normal'"
(Excerpts): "This is the perfidious unreality of the 'new normal': Nurturing and normalising a
pervasive persistent state of non-real. Why? What is the benefit of cultivating unreality?...the
ultimate expression of control is to create a fake world and make people live in it...insane
narratives serve as both loyalty test and humiliation ritual...The more you pretzel your own mind
at the command of the establishment, the lower you sink in obeisance, the more you humiliate
yourself...the more you are no longer your own person...it’s easiest to lie to people who have no
idea what truth means...they use crazy narratives to erode the idea of objective truth, because if
you don’t even know such a thing exists, you are a lot easier to control...It’s not just about
deception or fakery or propaganda. It’s about breaking your spirit and your mind.":
https://off-guardian.org/2024/01/05/the-perfidious-unreality-of-the-new-normal/

>⚒ "Ancient Roman temple unearthed, writing new chapter in story of Christianity’s
rise" - And falling away? See 2Thes.2:1-3
(Excerpt:) "Boin’s discovery rewrites the narrative of the Roman Empire’s shift to Christianity.
Though Emperor Constantine is known for his conversion to Christianity, it took nearly 70 years
for Christianity to become the official religion under Emperor Theodosius. This temple highlights
the gradual and complex nature of societal change, emphasizing the persistence of pagan
traditions alongside the rise of Christianity." - Hmmm, some of which still alive and in bed with
aspects of Christendom today? See 2Tim.3:1-6; Rom.1:21-32; 2Cor.6:17
https://studyfinds.org/ancient-roman-temple-christianity-constantine/?utm_source=wnd&utm_me
dium=wnd&utm_campaign=syndicated

>🔎 "Earthquake Watch Issued for The San Andreas Fault Now Through January 8th; a
Foreshock was Detected":
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https://www.southerncaliforniaweatherforce.com/2024/01/05/earthquake-watch-issued-for-the-s
an-andreas-fault-now-through-january-8th-a-foreshock-was-detected/

>👀 "North Korea fires artillery close to border for second day - Relations between Seoul
and Pyongyang have reached their lowest point in decades":
https://www.dw.com/en/north-korea-fires-artillery-close-to-border-for-second-day/a-67905850

>👏 Coming in at number 10, "'Sound of Freedom' Beats Out Taylor Swift's 'Eras Tour' in
Top 10 Box Office Slot for 2023":
https://www2.cbn.com/news/entertainment/sound-freedom-beats-out-taylor-swifts-eras-tour-top-
10-box-office-slot-2023

>🤣🕰What a minute! This one will wind you up! Any takers? Their time has run out! (Okay, I'll
stop there, before I start sounding cuckoo! LOL! I needed a good laugh!)
"Unmarried Brothers Looking for an Heir to Preserve World’s Largest Collection of
Cuckoo Clocks – LOOK" - Includes 1.54 min vid:
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/unmarried-brothers-look-for-heir-to-preserve-cuckoo-clock-m
useum/

8 January - The good news is that God's Word is faithful and true, through and through!
"Faithful is He that calleth you, who also will do it. Let us hold fast the profession of our faith
without wavering; (for He is faithful that promised). And I saw heaven opened, and behold a
white horse; and He that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and in righteousness He
doth judge and make war.” (2Thes.5:24; Heb.10:23; Rev.19:11)

>😤 "Our bad 'leaders' really are children of the devil"
(Excerpts:) "'Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a
murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When
he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own, for he is a liar and the father of it.’ (John 8:44)...evil
people didn't get where they are, behave as they do, and speak and act as they do, without
help...Trying to 'understand' a liar is futile. Lying isn't about clearing up confusion, it's about
obtaining power over others...there is no truth to be found in Hell...The present disinformation
warfare we have all been engaged in (either producing, echoing, or consuming) is indeed a
direct effort by the father of lies and his offspring...":
https://www.wnd.com/2023/07/bad-leaders-really-children-devil

>🤔 "May 2024 & the WHO" - Includes 7.08 min vid -Why do these devils have a time frame?
Because God does, too! "My times are in Thy hand: deliver me from the hand of mine enemies,
and from them that persecute me."
(Excerpts:) "...the mindset from the very beginning of the United Nations has been this theory
that a one-world government will end all wars...That’s why we vote only for a 'representative'...
never on taxes or war. We certainly have no right to vote for this next covert tyranny under the
World Health Organization...this final draft to the World Health Assembly is to come in May
2024...in addition to this WHO tyranny, it is the precise day that whoever is elected as the
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President of Russia will be sworn in...It is hard to say what the significance of this turn is...those
in Eastern Europe and Russia are showing resistance to the surrender of sovereignty to the
WHO.":
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2024/01/07/may-2024-the-who/

>🌾Whilst reading this article, I was reminded of a 5-word quote that I came upon and fully
embraced during an extremely difficult and confusing time in my life, as well as in others since:
"Love is its own reward." (The full quote is: "Love seeks one thing only: the good of the one
loved. It leaves all the other secondary effects to take care of themselves. Love, therefore, is its
own reward." [Thomas Merton])
"As Americans Fight The Corruption Within The Marxist Globalist Beast While Their
Cauldron Of Lies Boils Over, 2024 Will Be The Year The Wheat Is Separated From The
Chaff"
(Excerpts:) "...being a person of integrity requires choosing tough and sometimes lonely
roads...Living honorably is its own precious reward...Why do I bring this up? Because 2024 is
not only going to be a tumultuous year but also a year when the wheat is separated from the
chaff. Each of us will be tested, and each of us will be given the opportunity to prove our mettle."
- As will all of God's children, wherever they are around the globe. God, help us all, in Jesus'
Name!😔:
http://allnewspipeline.com/Americans_Fight_The_Corruption_Within_The_Marxist_Globalist_Be
ast.php

>❗👀❗ I'm not so inclined to such movies, nor movies nowadays in general. But whilst
researching, this headline caught my eye, not so much because of the word "alien", but because
of "Romulus" and "2024"! And being that the world is past the iron legs of Rome and in the 10
iron (Rome remnants)-mixed-with-clay toes of the Daniel Chapter 2 image, I got a heads-up to
check it out! Reading this one and coupling it with the next clearly, imo, shows the
now-being-drip-fed/forced but soon-to-be-mandated Romanesque final form of world religion will
in no way be Christian in name, but will actually be an atheistic, humanistic, satanic system
which denies everything related to the true God and is the persecutor of all who fail to worship
the Endtime Romulus — the Antichrist!
• "Everything we know about 'Alien: Romulus' - The newest 'Alien' movie will come out in
August 2024":
https://www.space.com/everything-we-know-about-alien-romulus
- and -
• "The Ancient Agonies of the Unelected OverLords" - Into the era of that paganistic world
power was our Saviour Jesus Christ Saviour born, and into its defiant resurgence shall He
return, Faithful and True!
(Excerpts:) "No sense of family, or traces of love or affection, stopped Romulus from striking the
death blow in his battle for supremacy...[who] ritually sacrificed a beast and dedicated it to the
immortal Hercules...All those beneath him became his subjects. He laid down Laws and ordered
twelve men to become his personal Attendants, to display his superiority to those around him.
He created a Lordly class...raising his status as a warrior before his people, and adding to his
reputation that the gods were on his side...The Overlords have no experience of Trust between
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peoples, so the endless competition for the most powerful weapons is seen as a logical
necessity for survival. The empathic are bewildered by what they see as the senseless pursuit
of weaponry. They imagine how the diversion of those social resources could unleash a modern
‘renaissance’ of co-operation and creativity that would address our mutual issues and generate
shared abundance. Re-activating the capacity for human empathy is not impossible, but it
requires a preparedness for allowing all suffering – that which is stored within the individual
person, as well as the suffering they may have inflicted upon others – to be experienced.
Understandably, this is a ‘road less traveled’." - "Count it all joy, rejoice, inasmuch as ye are
partakers of Christ's sufferings; that, when His glory shall be revealed, ye may be glad also with
exceeding joy. Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it." (Jm1:2; 1Pet.4:13; Mat.7:14):
https://off-guardian.org/2024/01/07/the-ancient-agonies-of-the-unelected-overlords/

9 January - Today caused me to reflect on consistently reminding myself of God's command to
not be ignorant of the Enemy's schemes and snares; to be seeking His Word for the knowledge
and wisdom as to how they operate, and continue to be disguised, dispensed and dispersed!
The Beast uses many forms of deception to keep not only himself but also his odious operations
hidden. Iniquitous eruptions escalate Lucifer's lies that eviscerate 360-degree Truth! So, onward
and upward to embrace and execute our responsibility to learn of and "understand among the
people" (Dan.11:33) the who, what, where, when and why of the Endtime!

>💥 Rising Matthew 24:24 warning call?!
• "Globalists Need A 'Shock' In The Final Days To Get People To Accept The 'New World
Order', And Right On Time, Nephilim & Project Blue Beam Go Viral After Bizarre Miami
Alien 'Incident'" - There are several vids at the end of this article that address this Miami
event.:
http://allnewspipeline.com/Nephilim_And_Project_Blue_Beam_Go_Viral_After_Bizarre_Miami_
Alien_Incident.php
- and -
• "NASA’s Project Blue Beam – as told by Serge Monast":
(Excerpts:) "What are the NWO plans? They plan the destruction of all people who believe in
the Bible, who worship Jesus Christ, and the complete disappearance of Christianity to achieve
this plan...will change nations’ laws in order that Christian religious beliefs and symbols – like
the cross, for instance – will be come unlawful. Only Easter and Christmas for instance will be
replaced by New Age festivities around the world...this is not a dream and...not paranoid
thinking. This is real. So they plan...to accept the NWO, people will have to accept first the New
World Religion. To enter into the New World Religion, the Christians will have to abdicate their
own beliefs...what we have to understand is the New World Government won’t be something
permanent – immortal. This is not the case. But what we have to do and what we have to think
right now is how to organize ourselves to survive such tyranny, such Satanic plans...the famous
NASA Blue Beam Project has four different steps...1.) Set Up of Earthquakes...2.) Holograms
and Sounds...3.) Telepathic Communication from Waves...4.) Alien Invasion or Rapture…
humanity is going to be ready to implore any new messiah to re-establish peace everywhere at
any cost, even at the cost of freedom abdication...the technique used in that fourth step is
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exactly the same used in the past in USSR to force the people to accept Communism. The
same technical wave will be used by the United Nations to implement the New World Religion in
the NWO.":
https://expose-news.com/2024/01/06/nasas-project-blue-beam-as-told-by-serge-monast/

>⚠ Madmen motoring on the mammon way, barreling down the broad way!
"The US Is Dealing With an Israeli Leader Who’s Losing Control"
(Excerpt:) "Benjamin Netanyahu is waging a war while struggling to avoid prison, salvage his
legacy and keep his political partners happy...some are starting to wonder if he’s really in
charge...The far-right figures harbor deep anti-Palestinian views and are resistant to U.S.
proposals that they consider too friendly to the Palestinians. If they abandon Netanyahu’s
coalition, he could lose his prime ministership, increasing his legal peril.":
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2024/01/08/netanyahu-israeli-leader-losing-control-001
34146

>😔 "Egypt journalist found dead after exposing ‘luxury villa owned by Zelenskyy’s
family’" - Includes 1.02 min vid:
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20231227-egypt-journalist-found-dead-after-exposing-luxur
y-villa-owned-by-zelenskyys-family/

>.🧐 • Alan Dershowitz throws Rothschilds under the bus. - 1+ min vid:
https://www.tiktok.com/@thefalloutcases/video/7321055331746925867
- and -
• Reminder: Alan Dershowitz advocated for forced mandatory vaccinations, and for the
unvaccinated to be put in concentration camps.:
https://twitter.com/DiedSuddenly_/status/1743676965805064585

>👏🥰🙌 "Brazilian man who adopted 46 disabled children to speak at 2024 March for
Life"
(Excerpt:) "De Mello founded the Jesus Menino (Child Jesus) Disabled Community in 1990
upon the shocking realization that many Brazilian orphans suffering from disabilities are
subjected to terrible living conditions. He has adopted over 40 of the over 100 residents at the
faith-based community, founded to serve children and adults living with disabilities after being
spared from abortion.":
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/brazilian-adopted-children-march-for-life/

***Disclaimer***
In the process of compiling the following articles, Cathy Gehr attempts to provide newsworthy
insights and information to help contribute to the interest of the reader. It is with sincerity of
intention to offer discerning and often controversial commentaries in order to broaden and/or
expose the truth behind world events and their impacts. By implementing due diligence,
decipherability, common sense and a large measure of Christian-based foundation, the
selection of this content has been presented with the intention to provide value to the
readership. Although applying great attention to detail, as a matter of course, not all publicised
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opinions, commentaries and analyses will be a full representation of our personal beliefs.
Mainstream media are bound to their limited guidelines and governances; whereas, we
endeavor to offer another side of the coin, with confirmations from reputable sources, in an effort
to reveal real and factual news stories. We encourage all interested and participating parties to
embark on their own research to verify, validate, substantiate and authenticate for themselves
the material therein.


